Synopsis: Simplification is shown of solution of the surging at the surge chamber at the initially full.
INTRODUCTION
In the previous publications1), 2), 3), 4) theauthor proposed the fundamental equations for surging at the initially full-flowing tail-race tunnel due to load decrease. These equations have been adequately affirmed experimentally.
However, as these equations may be integrated only arithmetically, the solution of them has sometimes been considered more roundabout and troublesome than all what might have been desired for practical design purposes.
Messrs. Senshu and Akimoto made a contribution on modification of these equations and solution thereof 5).
In this paper, a slight modification is made to the original equations, which modification makes the solution of the present problem much more speedy than before by applying the graphical method of Schoklitsch.
RESUME OF THE PREVIOUS THEORY
When load is decreased from a hydro-electric power station with a full-flowing tail-race tunnel at the top of which a surge chamber is provided, 2. Point B is on the straight line connecting point C and point A, the latter being at the water surface at the entrance of the tunnel.
3. The inertia of flowing water which contributes to the equation of motion is that which is due to the mass of the portion ABDEGA. Expressing P1-P2 and W in functions of z, and substituting those expressions in eqs. (1) and (3), we obtain Eqs. (5) and (6) thus derived were the fundamental equations in the previous papers.
Dimensionless form for V which is defined by is drawn to scale in Fig. 3 .
By arithmetic integration of eqs. (5) and (6) and by the use of Fig. 3 for V, we can calculate the surging at the surge chamber at the tail-race tunnel.
In a special case when the location of the tunnel is deep enough to prevent the penetration of air into the tunnel, f=0 and V=0 hence eqs. (5) and (6) As is easily seen, it is convenient to choosee the origin of the curve (f Fdy+V) at y=a, (see Fig. 1 ); above elevation a, this curve consists of only f Fdy, while below the elevation it consists of the summation f Fdy and V. For plotting the curve for V we can make use of the graph for tr (Fig. 3 ).
An example of practical application is shown in Although the fundamental equations (5) and (6) were already affirmed experimentally in the previous papers, it may still be necessary to checkk by experiment the theory furnished by eqs. (2) Table  1 and ( The simplified solution may thus be applied with confidence for all practical design purposes.
